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Abstract: Odisha has a rich and wealthy heritage of folk entertainment. Jatra , opera,  lila, Danda natu, farce are a part of such 
forms . There was also a historical convention of Sanskrit drama in Odisha. Viswanatha Kabiraj, Acharya Bharat Muni ( reator 
of Natyashastra) Gajapati King kapilenldra Deva write down and put before the public in Sanskrit. Ray Ramananda (Devotee of 
Shree Chaitanya Dev) the minister of Pratap Rudra Deva construct a drama stage in the premises of Jagannatha Ballav Math at 
Puri. It is also said that the king Kharavela's Hathi Gumpha was pre owned in the 2nd century A.D. as a stage for dramatic 
presentation where established on legends , fables and where often a segment of carnivals or various rituals and formalities 
Kaywords: Odia Drama social advantages, social position during the colonial period, social mockery, Theatre, Historical 
convention. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Drama and Theatre are the platform of enjoyment of a human being. Where each and every gesture enacted. Dialogues voiced. 
Motions made are portrayal of actual mortal life. Drama, novels, one act plays and alike literacy works are unique utterance of the 
creator who endeavour to circulate a memorandum to the community. Light entertainment and catastrophe are the couple of 
depiction of the society and compact with subjects that occurs in a commodity. Archival, parentage issues, theological issue etc, the 
catalogue is unending. Communal connection blossom in dialogues and frames which discover sufficient utterance in drama/ 
theatre. Drama is a literary, artistic dignified structure to be performed by the performers on a dais before spectators. Its victorious 
representation turn on the collaboration that must survive among the creators, performers, writers, promoters, and onlookers in 
receiving restrictions and the gathering of the stage. After all the spin of the 20th century contemporary drama has become the 
significant. Shape of universal enjoyment in the developed western world. Observation and alternation are established to this 
century’s dramatists through films and television, each and every one has accomplished the exhilaration and psychological 
participitation that gives the drama, its major point in our today’s life. Drama and theatre have their origination in the aesthetic 
societal surroundings of the past and the transformation of the present time. The heritage of theatre has been a segment of the 
formalities and communal life of the individuals accepting the entirety of their way of life, practices , frames of mind , tendencies .  
Inspite of the fact that focused at as a formation of amusement, dramatic ventures and performances are considered as casual 
method by which the standard of existence of people can be impressed and enhanced.  Contemporary Drama was the outcome of 
odia dramatists vulnerability to English literature. The earliest odia Drama was Babaji(1877) by Jagamohan Lal (1838-1913). 
Jagamohan was educated in the western system and performed under colonial government. He established a theatre of his own 
named as “Radhakanta Rangamanch”. The Rangamanch was named after his family deity and in this dais he performed his plays 
(Dramas) like ‘Sati’ and ‘Priti’. Communal refinement was the main theme of Jagamohan’s Drama. However the first play in Odia 
literature Babaji is a victorious successful play  in the naturalistic manner. Ramshankar Roy (1858- 1917) a  contemporary dramatist 
of Lal was a creative dramatist who correspond communal, historical and  religious plays . The additional principal dream writers 
before self rule were Bhikari Charan Patnaik ( 1878-1962) and Godabarisha Mishra . The previous distinction of Odisha and 
communal improvement where the contents of most of the plays combilled before independence. The most well liked play write 
shortly prior to and later independence was Vaishnaba Pani (1882-1956) . He write down operas with the subject matter taken from 
the odia puranas such as “Ramayana” and “Mahabharata”. But he had also new subject matter like the prerogative fluctuation and 
money making misuse and initiate prose conversation and normal men and women as dramatis personae. He appears to have written 
a great number of such as two hundred operas. Pani performed his operas in separate segment of the state. His administration 
distinctly demonstrate the odia spectators attachment for customer structure. 

II. SHORT SPOTLIGHT OF ODIA DRAMA 
Aswini Kumar Ghose (1892-1962), Kali Charan Pattanaik, Bhanja Kisore Pattanaik, Gopal Chhotray were distinguished after 
Independence. These dramatists embrace communal complication, history and legends as their subject-matter and established 
several imaginative ingenious style on the dias. Cuttack contained to be the hub of dramatic ventures and there were more than one 
full-time executive theatre which performed plays day-to-day of the year.  
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Aswini Kumar’s ‘Konaraka’ is a historical chronicled Drama, Kali Charan’s ‘Bhata’ (Rice) a communal Drama, were significant 
achievement. These Dramatists make an effort to be significant in addition with entertainment and they put down the substructure of 
post-independence dramatic heritage. 
The Dramatists, who have controlled the dramatic environment in the last three decades are Manoranjan Dash, Bijaya Mishra, 
Biswajit Das, Kartik Chandra Ratha, Pranabandhu Kar, Ratnakara Chaini, Harihara Mishra, Ramesh Prasada Panigrahi, Bijoya 
Satapathy etc. – differentiate to their antecedents, this batch has surveyed a pronounced diversification of subject matter and 
methods and have been more controlled by the western dramatic heritage. The extension of the photo electronic media and the 
demise of the full-time professional theatre have criticized non-temporary Drama and fortunate dramatists have rotate to the long-
established conventional opera form which will well-liked among the multitudes. 

III. SIGNIFICANCE OF ODIA DRAMA AND THEATER TO THE SOCIETY  
There is enough entrenched ground work about the conclusive importance from drama, theater and the performing arts, particularly 
among youths. The advantages are tangible, impassioned, communal and they assist to prosper a vigorous acknowledgement of 
culture and tradition. Theater has been an importance factor in many people’s lives. Artistry can embellish, academics can reformed 
and medium of expression can be refined. It is valuable to have necessary theatre classes because when a learner performs. Art is 
more than just ascetic verbalization and personal conversation. It admits us to avoid into the fortress of our imaginations, to 
authorized behind the emphasis of the contemporary day world. Art has a important significance in today’s society because it 
represents us human beings. 
Characteristics of performing Arts mostly assists youngsters to recognize how to assess circumstances reflect exterior the box  and 
further positive going into unknown circumstances conviction obtained from studying performing Act, expertise applies to school, 
go at oriented and life being imaginative and teaching to build artistic option assists scholars to be superior at intelligent of new 
brilliances, permitting them to outlook the earth throughout them in new methods. Einstein said, “Imagination is more important 
than knowledge”. Perceptioning personalizes roles and the topic of plays and musical comedy permits scholars to connect superior 
to separate state of affairs, frame works and traditions. It inspires them to manifest sympathy and liberality for others. Theater is a 
combination of distinct characters and in usually the standard of any entertainment merging the visionary designs and the 
potentiality of all members is needed for the finest consequences. This needs each those taking part to capture in discourses, 
responses and the presentations amusing executing will expand the capability and expertise to be able to focus the intellect. 
It appears clearly to say that Drama, theater, the performing art upgrades oral and communicatory but it is significance declares that 
this is be good for youngsters through their life. It refines vocalized forecast expression, quality of verbal expression. It is also 
expands of play, comedy and chuckling to those live it up, enhance inspiration and decrease pressure. Performing and Drama 
entertainment permit the scholars to communicate a scope of sentiments and inspire them to acknowledge and convonant with alike 
warmth. They may be experiencing antagorism and stress are connected in a attractive managed surroundings often permitting for a 
interval of mirroring subsequently carry out, even the most submissive productions, needs rigorous development over a lengthen 
session. Many performing Art practices upgrade suppleness kinship, stability and command. Relistening and executing rules and 
motions will better remembrance. Your remembrance needs effort equally like a muscularity. 
We just want to focus an another point : the then political situations of Odisha. We all agreed that point, Odisha as the Eastern 
region of India, accomplished variety of aesthetic experiences for about 500 years. It requires to be revived here, that Odisha was 
exposed to many outside conquering like Mughals, Afghans and Marathas before the entrance of British Rule in 1803. From 16th to 
18th century it was the Islamic territory in which the aesthetic ventures were diminished after some time from general life and 
aristocratic courts and temples of Hindu Kings.  
The Afghan’s tenanted the northen segment of existing Odisha and controlled for more than one hundred seventy years, i.e. from 
1468 to 1578 and the kingdom triumphed by Mughals whoendured from 1578 to 1751. Throughout this period the communal and 
money-making changes materialized considerably.  
The British controlled for few years in yearly 19th century and the Bengali executive directoral class walk behind them and resolved 
in the coastal plains of northen Odisha. 1866 discolour the epidemic of the substantial famine and the amalgamation of the British 
Rule. Draw to a close of this, century the monarchical tradition through Bengali’s had thus for engaged into radical of the Odia 
culture “which strived to disruptive the historical convention of Orissa with strategy of lay out civilizing of colonialism that seemed 
to have been embraced from the Europeans.” (Panigrahi, 1996) 
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During British Raj, the Madrash Presidary beared down southern Odisha and western Odisha on by one was administered by central 
presidency. It wants to be brought up that southern Odisha had access under the swing of Telugu as a ascedent language in the 
province. Comparably western Odisha was confined to Singhbhum and Bihar and was exposed to a dominant of Hindi language and 
literature. Accordingly the topographical culture in district parts of the state observed a variety of societal reactions to the immigrant 
rule. 
Theaters have the capacity to capture principal matters to the frontline of undisguisedly creativity and to be in touch to the groups 
and sole individual over-elaborated by them. The contemporary economic condition is a authentic remark to theaters – the govt, 
regional jurisdiction and spectators must do all they can to keep up them. 
Finest example, the initial odia Drama ‘Babaji’ which is the mirroring of present-day communal circumstances during British Rule 
in Odisha. British accommodate homesteader prose dialogues and introduced social satire that related the life of a falsify ‘Babaji’ of 
colonial days. It condemned the English speaking Babu’s (esteemed man of honor) who lay out alcoholism in society. According to 
Ramesh Prasad Panigrahi, “The Platform (dias) was an escapade for social rectification of the imprecise that impregnate to the 
British of Odisha as a reference of up-to-dateness and as an effort as the redefinition of the theatrical style. However, it is still a 
altercation among the theater historians whether this play should be titled a actual theater or not as it carried songs and oratorical 
language and was indentified eapecially as a admirable anecdote of Jatra. 
It is not correct that no theatrical convention survived in the state earlier to colonial rule. Actually it was the time of aboriginal 
entertainment of Leela, Jatra, Swanga that were constricted to rural Odisha as all periodic performance tradition twain modern and 
traditional theaters synchronized while accomplishing the amusement requires of a multiple varying viewers. Comparably the Jatra 
also saw a enormous extension in Odisha colladeral to the count theater in southern Odisha and advert commercial theaters in 
Cuttack and Balasore. Rulers, members of kinship and zamindars mostly condescend to odia theater commercially. Although in 
most play writer director, producers themselves made the genuine attempt. The monetary assistance during the materialistic journey 
were provided by the business class i.e. Marwaris and Mahunta’s of Math’s. Later sixties till present time it is through individual 
contribution and irregular Govt. subsistence. Odia theatre is patronized. Now the require most surpassed the factual reality and 
should inspect as to how theaters operate in history, community and culture. Thus it may be practical at this stage to examine 
shortly the utmost descriptions that represented in the odia theater. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Drama and Theater are two instruments used to aware the universal people on affairs that influence them as regular basis. These 
encompass significance of family planning, strive against dishonesty, apathetic activities, women empowerment which focuses on 
the awareness among the youngsters. Drama as one of the core category of literature is the reflector of any society because it 
records what is the incident and bowl it back at the same society. Theater which has a set out established conclusion since it spring 
up. Mainly jet through to make small change in the customary composition through the constructive ability of pronouncement. This 
split of art has obtained an advantage with its scholastic priority in the awareness of smooth and instinctual move of the communal 
transformation which occurs during the journey from the long established traditional to the all-embracing universal with political, 
religious as well as economic apprehensions. 
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